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GILBERT NETBALL
THE BRAND

Power. Passion. Performance.

We proudly stand as a globally renowned netball brand, dedicated to upholding excellence in this beloved sport. Our mission
revolves around fostering growth within the netball community, strengthening bonds, and empowering participants to elevate the

game on all fronts. Our products continue to be embraced by elite netball players worldwide.

Gilbert Netball's legacy dates back to the 1990s, establishing itself as a prominent name in the global netball scene. Originally rooted
in rugby, our exceptional ball engineering seamlessly transitioned to netball, offering unparalleled grip patterns that set us apart.
This dedication to progress allows us to honor the legacy of James Gilbert, who set the bar over 190 years ago. Our new range of
team wear, clothing, and equipment bears the endorsement of international netball players and teams, catering to the specific

needs of our valued netball community, from players to officials and supporters alike.

We have listened to your feedback, both on and off the court, and made substantial improvements to our offerings, aligning them
with the desires of consumers. Our commitment to the netball family at every level remains steadfast, working collaboratively to help

all members achieve their aspirations.
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Gilbert training netballs are made with cost and resilience in mind so they can
withstand the rigours of multiple training sessions. They are made with a higher

percentage of synthetic rubber rather than natural rubber which makes them a more
robust ball, but also reduces the natural grip properties.

Gilbert match netballs on the other hand have been designed and produced with
high performance in mind. Due to the performance nature, match balls are more

expensive and therefore are often used in team run-throughs and matches rather
than regular training sessions. Gilbert match netballs are made with more natural

rubber which naturally enhances the grip, essential for match play.

Size 4 = 8-10 years old
Size 5 = 10+ years old

Regulation weight for a
Size 5 netball = 460gms

Pull the ball into shape
Moisten needle
Inflate to recommended PSI
After 5-7 days the balls will
need to be topped up

Check the PSI before every use
Avoid use on rough surfaces as wearing will vary
depending on the surface
Don’t sit on inflated netballs
Rotate the balls in your kit to ensure even usage

PRODUCT CAREINFLATIONSIZING

CHOOSING YOUR

NETBALL

GRIP

DURABILITY

PERFORMANCE

SIZE: 5 SIZE: 5 SIZE: 5, 4

FLARE

GRIP

DURABILITY

PERFORMANCE

SPECTRA

MATCH

SIZE: 5, 4 SIZE: 5, 4

TRAINING

ECLIPSE

GRIP

DURABILITY

PERFORMANCE

SYNERGIEQUANTUM X5

GRIP

DURABILITY

PERFORMANCE

A T500PULSE APT

GRIP

DURABILITY

PERFORMANCE

TRAINING VS MATCH BALL
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QUANTUM X5
FOR INDOOR USE ONLY

FEATURES:

Sizes: 5 only
Green / Gold

MATCH  BALLS 6

FOR REGIONAL USE ON ANY SURFACE

FEATURES:

Match quality ball.
Top-grade natural rubber surface.

Multi-laminate construction.
Gilbert grip configuration.

Pro Performance air-loc bladder.
Hydratec.

Sizes: 5 only
Navy Blue / Sky Blue

Official Match Ball of NSA

ECLIPSE
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G-XV rubber compound ball surface.
Pro Performance air-loc bladder.
International match quality ball.

Multi-laminate construction.
Quantum grip.

Hydratec.

FEATURES:

Universal use outdoor and indoor.
Training/Junior Match quality ball.
Top grade natural rubber surface.

Cotton-Laminate construction.
Duragrip pimple configuration.

Performance butyl bladder.
Hydratec.

FOR REGIONAL USE ON ANY SURFACE

Official Match Ball of NSA
and South African Schools Netball

SPECTRA

Sizes: 5, 4
Green, Blue, Turquoise
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TRAINING BALLS

FEATURES:
Entry level balls.

Blended rubber surface.
Cotton laminate construction.

Duragrip pimple configuration.
Butyl bladder.

Sizes: 5, 4
Sky Blue, Pink and Orange

4

Official Ball of South
African Schools Netball

PULSE
FOR GENERAL USE ON ANY SURFACE

FEATURES:
Outdoor training balls.

Hard wearing rubber surface.
Nylon wound netball.

Butyl bladder.

1 - Blue, Yellow, Green, Pink

2 - White, Pink, Blue

4 or 5

4 or 5

APT
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SPECIAL MAKE-UP NETBALLS

YOUR LOGO ON
TWO PANELS

HAVE YOUR LOGO OR DETAILS PRINTED ONTO ONE OF OUR NETBALLS

Personalised balls can be produced for clubs, schools, award presentations, dinner gifts or any other corporate or private function.
We can offer you a customised product with minimum order quantities as low as 32 netballs.

PLACE YOUR SCHOOL,
TEAM OR SPONSOR LOGO

CHOOSE YOUR
OWN COLOURS
CHOOSE THE PRIMARY &
SECONDARY COLOURS

Logo’s & Artwork
We request that all artwork be supplied in vector
.ai .EPS or .PDF formats with Pantone Colors. If
you do not have the logo in vector format, there

will be an extra charge for the logo trace of
R700.00 of .TIFF or .JPG file formats which must
be at least 300dpi after which the new artwork
will be sent back to you to keep on file. Please

allow 3-4 days for artwork.

Prices based on prevailing price list, plus artwork origination charge @R700.00 per logo
origination. This charge is waived if order exceeds 100 netballs per same model and size. If
the same ball design is ordered against within a 12-month period no new artwork fee applies.
Artwork is removed from our system every 12-months whereafter the standard artwork fee
will apply.

Order Schedule
DATE ORDER FINALISED APPROXIMATE DELIVERY DATE

18 August 2023 15 January 2024

15 September 2023 12 February 2024

20 October 2023 11 March 2024

17 November 2023 15 April 2024

15 December 2023 13 May 2024

19 January 2024 10 June 2024

16 February 2024 15 July 2024

15 March 2024 12 August 2024

PLEASE NOTE THAT THE DATES ARE FINAL AND ALL ORDERS PLACED
AFTER THE SPECIFIED DATES WILL NEED TO BE PLACED ON THE NEXT

AVAILABLE CONTAINER. ORDERS CAN ONLY BE PLACED ONCE ALL
ARTWORK IS SIGNED OFF, QUANTITIES ARE CONFIRMED AND

DOCUMENTATION IS RECEIVED BY THE PERFORMANCE BRANDS OR
GILBERT REPRESENTATIVE.

PLEASE NOTE IF YOU DO NOT ADHERE TO THE ABOVE
MENTIONED CUT OFF DATES PERFORMANCE BRANDS OR

GILBERT WILL NOT BE RESPONSIBLE FOR DELAY IN ORDERS.

Artwork Originat ion Charge
Artwork origination charge applies for every

different model of Netball chosen and every logo
variation.

Minimum Quant ity
COMPETITION AND TRAINING NETBALLS

Quantum X5 Size 5 32

Eclipse Size 5 32

Spectra Size 4 & 5 32

Pulse Size 4 & 5 32

Mini Netball Details available on
requestKeyrings

PLEASE NOTE: Minimum Quantity applies per size.

ENQUIRE WITH YOUR LOCAL AREA
REPRESENTATIVE FOR QUOTE



SPECIALITY TRAINING  BALLS
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CONTROL-A-BALLS
DEVELOPING SKILLS

Be aware of every situation and ready to react to anything

In the most testing games of netball, players need to be aware of every situation and be ready to react to anything their opponents may throw at
them.In order to enhance their ever developing skills, players need new initiatives to test their reactions.

Made up of 5 balls, the Control-A-Balls each behave slightly differently. The balls included are: match, light, heavy, grip-less and unstable. Using
these different balls at different times before using a standard ball challenges the player and advances their responsiveness in a match situation.

The Control-A-Balls are available in sets of size 5 so players have the opportunity to develop their skills with this innovative system. If you are
wanting to enhance your performance when it counts, the Control-A-Balls are exactly what you need to take training to the next level this season.

CONTROL-A-BALLS
TRAINING AID

PASS DEVELOPER
An overweight ball used for pass development.

Helps to strengthen the wrists.
Increases passing accuracy.

Available in size 5 only.

Available in Blue/Pink only.

FEATURES:

Match Ball
Standard weight and grip pattern of the Spectra Ball.

Heavy Ball
Approximately 650g, the player must adapt to make accurate passes.

Light Ball
Approximately 300g, the player must adapt to make accurate passes.

Gripless Ball
Standard Spectra weight, but this ball is smooth, so in different conditions

it can be very grippy or incredibly slippery.

Available in sizes 5 only. Available in Fluro Pink only.

Set of five balls to improve passing and catching.
Each ball behaves differently to challenge the user during training.

Unstable Ball

NOVELTY BALLS

NETBALL
KEYRING

Weighs 400g and then the user adds 280g of water. Within the pack there
is a pump that allows water to be added to the inner bladder.This makes

the ball completely unstable as the water moves within it.



LUGGAGE 10

FEATURES:
Over shoulder carry strap
2 side zip compartment

Large main compartment
Hard base maintains structure

Elastic top holder

Dimensions: H: 24cm x W:29cm x L:55cm
Red, Bottle, Royal, Navy, Black

PLAYER PRO
KIT BAG

As with all sports, the big bits of kit are always important, but the smaller items can be just as
invaluable when it comes to honing your skills and abilities.

Whether you're a player looking for the perfect kit bag to get you and your stuff to and from matches
and training sessions or a coach looking for equipment that will help your team develop their
speed and agility, the Gilbert Netball training equipment range will have something for you.

We put just as much effort into producing our training equipment as we do our shoes, balls and
clothing so that you can be sure every component of your game is at its best.

FEATURES:
2 shoulder carry straps
Front zip compartment

Large main compartment
Middle zip compartment

2 side mesh bottle holders

Dimensions: H: 24cm x W:29cm x L:55cm
Bottle, Red, Royal, Navy, Black

PLAYER
BACKPACK

WE'VE GOT YOU COVERED.



FEATURES:

Holds 12 balls.
Shoulder strap and tie cord.

Fine mesh and polyester outer.
Colours: Royal, Black, Red

BREATHABLE
BALL BAG

FEATURES:

FEATURES:

Holds 5 balls.
Shoulder strap and tie cord.

Fine mesh and polyester outer.

Colours: Royal, Red, Black

BREATHABLE
5 BALL BAG
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Holds up to ten balls.
Fine mesh outer.

Lightweight and durable.

FINE MESH
BALL BAG



TRAINING EQUIPMENT

COURT EQUIPMENT

REPLACEMENT
Super net set of 2.

FEATURES:
INF standard post protectors.

Available colours - red, yellow, white,
black, maroon, brown, purple, silver,
emerald green, green, orange, navy,

royal or sky.

Price dependant on colour choices and /
or post diameter.

SET OF 2

Sizes: Diameter 50mm, 65mm & 80mm

Flourescent EVA
non-shatter plastic.

SOLD INDIVIDUALLY
OR PACKS OF 10

WITH BAG

SUPER SLALOM
POLE INDOOR

Flat weighted base for court use.

FEATURES:

ONE SIZE ONLY

BUMPING

Manufactured from water-resistant
fabric with interior foam construction

to the highest standard.

FEATURES:

Set of seven.
Performance fabric.

Breathable eyelet polyester.

Sizes: Junior or Senior
Options: Green / Gold / Red / Royal

FEATURES:

Options: 4 metres, 8 metres
Flat Bar

Nylon bound plastic straps
Packed in carry bag for

structured training sessions

FEATURES:

POST
PROTECTOR

NET

PADS

NETBALL
BIBS

LADDER
FASTFOOT

Colours: Black or Pink



TRAINING EQUIPMENT

ACCESSORIES

NETBALL AGILITY
RUBBER DOTS
Non slip rubber markers.

Ideal for on court drills both
indoor and outdoors.

Options:  SET OF 10

FEATURES:
A3 + size dry - wipe board.

Includes dry - wipe pens, eraser
and magnetic markers.

Plenty of room for notes.

Tough bottle with sports cap.
Traditional style carrier holds

8 bottles (Included)

Pink or Green
Carrier also available seperately.

FEATURES:

Available In:  4”/ 6”/ 9 “/12” or 20”
SOLD INDIVIDUALLY

HURDLE
2” MARKING

Flourescent EVA non-shatter
safety cones.

Comes on a hangar
with 50 cones

CONES SET OF 50

9 INCH

Each cone is 9" high

Sold individually

The cones are made from a soft
plastic which is very light weight

and flexible.

NOSE CONE
6 INCH

Each cone is 6" high

Sold individually

The cones are made from a soft
plastic which is very light weight

and flexible.

NOSE CONE

COACHING
FOLDERBOARD

WATER BOTTLES
& CARRIER

13

TACTICS

A3+ dry wipe board.
Includes dry wipe pens,

eraser and magnets.

FEATURES:

Set of 6

OCTAGON RINGS



Easy to carry.
Light weight.

8” DUAL ACTION
PUMP

TEAMWEAR

14

Only available as a pack of two.
Will fit the Stirrup pump

STIRRUP PUMP
ADAPTORS

WATER
BOTTLE

Durable plastic bottle with sports cap.
Holds 50cl of fluid.

STIRRUP
PUMP GAUGE

Ideal for club use.
Substantial construction.

Allows for quick ball inflation.

PRESSURE

Ideal for individual use.
Great value item.

Used to ensure correct ball inflation.

Brushed inner offers thermal protection.
Ideal for cold weather activities.

Ergonomically designed.
Flat-locked seams.

86% Polyester, 14% Elastane.

LEGGINGS

Colours: Black

ATOMIC

Brushed inner offers thermal protection.
Ideal for cold weather activities.

Ergonomically designed.
Flat-locked seams.

86% Polyester, 14% Elastane.

Available in sizes S-2XL

BASELAYER

Colours: White or Black

ATOMIC

Available in sizes S-2XL



GILBERT FLARE
NETBALL SHOES

NETBALL SHOES15

We at Gilbert Netball are proud to introduce the
new Evolution Shoe. Developed for international
players the Evolution has been worn by Geva
Mentor (Magpies & England), and Peace Proscovia
(Sunshine Coast Lightning & Uganda) and should
be on your wish list this year.

FEATURES:

The Evolution is specifically made for the female
netball player, featuring a Prolast L - an improved
last.

In addition to this, the shoe Fluid-Fit technology
designed for additional support without the extra
weight as well as Heel Wrap Technology involving
an external TPU heel counter, providing improved
support for an enhanced fit.

A huge part of the game is change of direction as
well as jumping and landing with heavy impact. The
Evolution shoes offer Hiapoli Pro to aid this. This
removable sock-liner has a compression set less
than 5% over time meaning the cushioning and fit
do not change after wear and there is maximum
cushioning and energy transfer back to the wearer.
In addition to this, the Evolution shoe uses Gel-Tech
Pro technology where Gel inserts are placed in the
heel and forefoot for shock absorption.

The shoe also features smart impact absorption
using antibacterial foam for the Impact Protection
System (IPS) for even further shock absorption.

It is incredibly important for both indoor and
outdoor netball, that athletes have shoes with
maximum grip. The Evolution have been designed
with a key pivot point near the toe of the shoe to
aid change of direction, using Pivot1 with Xrtr-dura
rubber compound for grip.

The Shoe also has the ability to return to its original
form with every step through the use of Duo
Litefoam plus with gel. This increases comfort and
stability during play.

If you are looking for an elite level shoe with
incredible technology combined with stylish
design, look no further.

Available in sizes:  UK 5-9

Colours: Coral/Silver & Blue/Silver



SPORT
S U P P L I E S

Tinus Vermaak
Cell. 082 322 6081

sportsupplies@telkomsa.net


